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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
I was caught complete off guard. No question about it, I didn’t see it coming. And
what, exactly, was I clueless about this time?
I’ve known for a while that 196MN needed new fuel bladders. After a lot of research, I
knew the repairs would take a while, mostly due to turn-around time at the manufacturer. I found a shop that I liked with a good reputation and reasonable prices. I dropped it
off and the repairs are in progress. We’ve had good weather, taxes got done, caught up
with lots of stuff at home, things are good … and no airplane. Hmm.
What I was not prepared for was the frustration: not being able to get in the airplane
and fly. Whether it’s a short hop for lunch or going to get cheap fuel at Chino, a trip to
see friends, whatever … couldn’t do it. This most certainly was not a huge problem.
But that “antsy” feeling, the frustration, the (temporary) loss of something so important,
it’s all so unfamiliar. I can hear the chorus now. “Shut up! For god’s sake, quit your
whining!!” But it has got me thinking about two different things.
First, having the airplane and not being able to fly it must feel a lot like the new pilot; a
new certificate in hand, maybe 100 hours, and not knowing exactly what comes next in
aviation. What do I do now? These aren’t the same circumstances, but the all-important
feelings are similar. It’s that very pilot, and with that same feeling, where we’ll looking
for new Airventurers.
As mentioned in an earlier newsletter this year, we’re planning to approach flight
schools in the area to help new pilots who are at this stage. Tony Samojen has talked
with one flight school recently and they were enthusiastic. Their chief instructor sees an
excellent fit working with us to help keep new pilots engaged. Stay tuned and look for
new faces at the dinner meetings.
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DINNER MEETING
Sunday, May 20th

Lulu’s
6:00 Socializing
6:30 Dinner
7:30 Speaker

Our speaker tonight is
Manny Antimisiaris,
a research pilot and navigator at
NASA’a Armstrong Flight Research
Center at Edwards AF Base.
Manny flies SOFIA, a modified
747SP, the largest airborne
observatory in the world.
See article on page 5 for more
about SOFIA

RESERVE AT
AIRVENTURERS.ORG or
mrifkin397@aol.com

The second topic I’ve had time to consider is this: am I using the airplane as much as I
want given the time I have available? No.
The many Airventurers trips are fun and a good use of the plane. We make several trips
a year to see family and friends around the western half of the country. And of course,
the occasional hamburger run.

If you can’t join us for
dinner, feel free to come and
enjoy the speaker.

In an effort to fly more I’m following in the footsteps of many of our member and
joined Angel Flight West. A tip of the hat here to our own Bernie Harris, a veteran of
hundreds and hundreds of Angel Flight missions and a true inspiration for how we can
combine our love of flying and offering a helping hand.

(car-pool if you can)

I’m still getting the initial paperwork done, so I haven’t flown any missions yet. I’m
looking forward to it, so stay tuned. I’ll let you know how it goes.
What are my own lessons learned from this exercise in frustration? First, maintenance
can take a while, so handle it. Second, Airventurers can help keep a pilot’s interest alive
and help it grow. Third, there are plenty of ways to use our resources if we so choose.
I’ll shut up and quit whining now.

Tim Cashin, President

BOARD MEETING
Signature Aviation, VNY
Saturday May 26th
10:00 am
We Have Donuts
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Wouldn’t you know it? Just because the new roster only has 1 page for additions, we have 3 new applicants who didn’t make it in. So cut a piece of paper to fit and add the following:
Gary LaPook, 11830 Courtney Ln, Moorpark 93021. (H) 805-529-5621 and (C) 805-660-0616. N74218 is an AA5B
based at CMA. Ratings include ATP, CFII. And CFIM. Gary started his aviation career by jumping out of airplanes,
then went on to fly cargo and the P135 commuters in the Midwest. He then went to law school and started practicing
aviation litigation in 1989, defending pilots, flight schools and manufacturers. He taught aviation law at Embry Riddle and is still teaching a primary student. Gary likes to get together with pilots for schmoozing and camaraderie, and
in fact was our March dinner speaker.
Nabih Balady, 21756 Don Gee Ct., Santa Clarita 91350. (H) 661-297-5559 and (C) 661-313-4418. Nabih flies a
C-172RG, N5537R based at WHP, and has his IFR. Nabih came to the U.S. from Egypt in 1970 and got degrees in
chemistry and electrical engineering from CalStateLA. He got his private in 2000 and now has 1600 hours as PIC.
He loves to fly and loves hanging out with other enthusiastic pilots.
Michael Klein and Carol Barring, 4126 Cachalote St, Woodland Hills 91364. (H) 818-227-8079 (W) 818-308-3881
(C) 818-601-4918, michaellklein@yahoo.com. Michael learned to fly with Air Explorers at VNY and got his PVT at
18. Then college, marriage, family and work got in the way so flying took a back seat for 40 years. Michael flies with
the 8 Ball club and has a taildragger endorsement. He has completed the EMT course and the aerobatics course at CP
Aviation. Michael and Carol are joining Airventurers to meet others in the aviation community and to fly to fun and
interesting places. Please extend a warm Airventurer welcome to all of these new applicants.

2018 CALENDAR
DINNER

BOARD

FLY-IN
DATE

DESTINATION

MAY

20

26

12

Chino for lunch

No Host

JUNE

24

30

8th-10th

Benson, AZ

Busick

JULY

NONE

28

21st

Club Picnic

Samojen

AUG

NONE

18

25th

Confusion Hill, Ukiah

Simansky

SEPT

8

29

14th-16th

VNY Prop

No Host

OCT

21

27

Prescott, AZ

Klenner

NOV

18

24

China Lake

Rainey

DEC

1

29

Holiday Party

Stewart

2

HOST

POKER RUN: The annual poker run, hosted by Mike Savage and Mark Cheer, was once again a ton of
fun. Lots of people flew, some drove, and we all enjoyed lunch and getting together with fellow pilots. There
were quite a few “new” faces in attendance, and we hope to see more of them at future meetings and events.
Thanks to Harlis Brend who did a great job on the pictures—they’ll be on the Airventurers photo page and
also on Google, https://photos.app.goo.gl/5kSWFbx1qJDsSdNJ2
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but it’s a whole lot closer!

Saturday, May 12th
Once again, Tony Samojen's planned fly-in to Puerto Penasco had to be
cancelled. Can’t blame the weather this time, but the hotel, which conveniently “forgot” the special pilot’s rate they offered us. Tony will continue to work on it with some help from the locals, but until then, we gotta substitute hamburgers for Mexican shrimp. So we’ve planned a very
casual lunch fly-in to Flo’s at Chino, so casual, that we don’t even have a
host and you don’t have to RSVP. Just show up at 12:00 noon on Saturday, May 12th for what I’m told is a great burger. (or breakfast)

A PLEA FROM THE EDITOR
Everyone but me has a smart phone, so
please take pictures and send them to me,
especially a group picture. And it would be
greatly appreciated if someone could appoint themselves the host and keep track of
who was there and maybe write a paragraph or two.
judyrifkin1@charter.net
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MAY 20th DINNER SPEAKER
MANNY ANTIMISIARIS

Tonight’s distinguished speaker is Manny Antimisiaris. He is a research pilot and navigator in the Flight Crew
Branch of the Flight Operations Directorate at NASA's Armstrong Flight Research Center, Edwards, CA. Manny
flies SOFIA, a modified 747SP aircraft that is the largest airborne observatory in the world. It is capable of making observations that are impossible for even the largest and highest
ground-based telescopes.
SOFIA, the Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy, is the largest airborne observatory in the world, carrying a
reflecting telescope with an effective diameter of 2.5 meters
(100 inches). Sofia is capable of making observations that are
impossible for even the largest and highest ground-based telescopes.
The SOFIA observatory is a Boeing 747SP with a distinguished history. It was originally acquired by Pan American
World Airways and was delivered in May 1977. The "SP"
designates that this is a special performance, short-body version of the 747, designed for longer flights than the Boeing 747 Classics (747-100, -200, and -300 series jetliners).
Although Pan Am typically named its aircraft after famous clipper ships, they gave this aircraft a special name — the
Clipper Lindbergh — in honor of the famous aviator Charles Lindbergh. Lindbergh's widow, Anne Morrow Lindbergh, personally christened the aircraft and officially placed it into service on May 6, 1977 — the 50th anniversary
of his history-making first solo flight from New York to Paris in 1927.
SOFIA studies many different kinds of astronomical objects and phenomena, but some of the most interesting are:

Star birth and death
Formation of new solar systems
Identification of complex molecules in space
Planets, comets and asteroids in our solar system
Nebulae and dust in galaxies (or, Ecosystems of galaxies)
Black holes at the center of galaxies
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Fly into Benson Mun (E95), Where the Fuel is Cheap and
the FBO is Eager to Please
approx. $260 per couple, $200 per single or
$268.07 and $206.28 with a credit card
Experience a stunning limestone cave in Southeastern Arizona that boasts world
-class features. This “live” cave, discovered in 1974, is host to a wide variety of
unique minerals and formations. Water percolates from the surface and calcite
formations continue to grow, including stalactites dripping down like icicles and
giant stalagmites reaching up from the ground. Tour guides will unveil this fascinating underground landscape during a memorable 1½ hour tour. We did this
trip last year, but this time we’ll do a different tour.
Many of the formations you will see have been continuously growing for tens of
thousands of years.
Karchner has been designated an International Dark Sky Park, defined as a
public land possessing an exceptional or distinguished quality of starry nights
and a nocturnal environment that is specifically protected for its scientific, natural, educational, cultural heritage, and/or public enjoyment.”
Hosted by Cliff Busick
Send $100 deposit made out to Airventurers to Judy Rifkin at
29630 Ridgeway Dr., Agoura Hills 91301
or reserve on line
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SATURDAY, July 21st
10:00— 3:00
FREEDOM PARK at CMA
This is an all-you-can-eat extravaganza for the first
50 to respond! Bring your kids, grand-kids, friends
and dogs! Everybody’s welcome as long as you
RSVP, and it’s FREE!
Tony Samojan is running this, and he’s doing things
a bit differently this year. THE PICNIC WILL BE
CATERED by the Stonefire Grill, so YOU MUST
RSVP!
RSVP at Airventurers.org or to mrifkin397@aol.com
More later on food choices.
AND DID I MENTION THAT IT’S FREE?
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A LITTLE HUMOR

IMPORTANT DATES IN…

I changed my car horn to gunshot sounds. People get out of
the way much faster now.
You know that tingly little feeling you get when you really
like someone? That's common sense leaving your body
I didn't make it to the gym today. That makes five years in a
row.
When I was a child I thought “Nap Time” was a punishment. Now it feels like a small vacation.
The biggest lie I tell myself is..."I don't need to write that
down, I'll remember it."
If God wanted me to touch my toes, He would've put them
on my knees.
Last year I joined a support group for procrastinators. We
haven't met yet.
Why do I have to press one for English when you're just going to transfer me to someone I can't understand anyway?
Of course, I talk to myself; sometimes, I need expert advice.
At my age "Getting lucky" means walking into a room and
remembering what I came in there for.

May
12

Chino for lunch

20

Dinner Meeting

26

Board Meeting

June
8-10

Benson, AZ

24

Dinner Meeting

30

Board Meeting

July
21

Club picnic

28

Board Meeting

Devera Harris is recovering from a
broken arm, purportedly sustained
while making too many matzo
balls. Next year—Brent’s.

Tim Hatfield reminded us about what you need to do to safely navigate the VNY airspace
and the services that are available from the tower.
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